SCENARIO:
There is a suspicious vehicle on the facility. Someone is taking photographs of the facility.

TOOLS:
- Tests in the field

CHECKLIST:
- Check whether the security guards follow the correct procedure: reporting, description, acting correctly (who, what, where) etc.
- Check whether the facility members of personnel have the necessary “security awareness” and act according to a set procedure: do they have someone they can report to within their own management, do they know the contact number of the security department?

LOCATION:
- Facility – security guardhouse – porter’s lodge

PARTICIPANTS:
- PFSO
- Facility personnel
- Security guards
- Roll players

OBJECTIVES:
- Improve awareness: notice suspicious behaviour
- Give a detailed description
- Assure good communication, ensure that the right persons are notified
- Assure full, correct reporting
Try to gain access to the facility by getting a lift with a truck driver.

Look for places where the perimeter fence is damaged, in order to get in.

Try to impersonate somebody at the reception. Try to use someone else’s identity card/access pass. Plant a dummy access pass at the reception area.

Use some sort of excuse to gain access to the facility. For example:

- Use the internet to find out the name of someone who works there. Say that you have a present for him or her.
- Set up a website for a fake company, giving yourself a false identity as a member of the company. Use this to arrange a visit to the facility, and try to gain access this way.

Try to drive in by tailgating another vehicle.

Try to gain access at the reception, knowing perfectly well that you will be refused. Act upset and challenge security, eventually simulate that you are speaking another language.
7/ Leave a briefcase, package or other object behind at the reception area.

8/ Show undue interest in the facility: take photographs, use binoculars, hang around, ask specific questions about the working of the facility, etc.

9/ With one or more other people, get someone to start a conversation with the security guards/reception in order to divert attention, while another person tries to get in without registering, e.g. by slipping under the barrier.

10/ “Infiltrate backwards”: try to get in by working your way against the flow of people coming out, during an evacuation or when a shift is coming off duty.

11/ At security level 2: get one person to drive in, registering normally, but with another person hiding behind the seats or in the boot.

12/ At a smaller entrance or turnstile (not the main entrance/), try to get someone to badge you in, with the excuse that you have lost or forgotten your own badge.

13/ Observe the rail entrance to the facility. Use the time between the train entering and the gate closing behind it in order to nip into the facility.

14/ Try to get more than one person into the facility (on foot or by vehicle/ by badging in with only one access pass. For example, use the blind angle of the camera, if there is one.

15/ Observe the facility and try to discover which barge is moored there. Claim to have some relationship with the bargee or the barge company: family member / insurance agent / surveyor or whatever, in order to gain access.